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Antitrust

"The Forum shall not enter into any discussion, activity or conduct that may 

infringe, on its part or on the part of its members, any applicable competition law. 

By way of example, members shall not discuss, communicate or exchange any 

commercially sensitive information, including non-public information relating to 

prices, marketing and advertising strategy, confidential individual company level 

innovation and R&D projects, costs and revenues, trading terms and conditions 

with third parties, including purchasing strategy, terms of supply, trade 

programmes, or distribution strategy."
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Housekeeping

Please mute your

microphone when

not speaking

The meeting will be

recorded for note-

taking purposes

Feel free to send

questions through

the Q&A feature

This meeting is held

under Chatham 

House Rule
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Meeting Objectives

• Update on Progress: Provide a comprehensive update on the Coalition's 

current work,  key priorities and future projects.

• Enable Collaboration: Engage wider community to explore opportunities 

for further engagement and collaboration on key Coalition projects.

• Hear from you: Answer questions and gather feedback from stakeholders. 
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Agenda

Topic Timing

Welcome - Jack Hurd (TFA) 00:00 - 00:05

Opening remarks - Didier Bergeret (CGF) 00:05 - 00:10

About the CGF Forest Positive Coalition - Mikel Hancock (Walmart), Emily Kunen (Pepsico) 00:10 - 00:20

Our Theory of Change:

Deforestation and Conversion Free (DCF) Supply - Simon Hall (Walmart)

Deforestation and Conversion Free (DCF) Suppliers - Hillary Fenrich (McDonald’s)
Forest Positive Landscapes - Andi Sitti Asmayanti (Mondelēz)

Transparency and Accountability - Debora Dias (CGF)

00:20 - 00:27

00:27 - 00:34

00:34 - 00:45

00:45 - 00:50

Discussion and Q&A 00:50 - 01:20

Closing remarks - Mikel Hancock (Walmart) and Emily Kunen (Pepsico) 01:20 - 1:30
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The Consumer 
Goods Forum

Better Lives Through Better Business
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400 members from multinationals to SMEs 
directly employ 10 million people and 
estimated revenues exceed €4.6 trillion.

55+ global CEOs on our parity-based Board of 
Directors, embracing both retailers and 
manufacturers.

1,500 industry experts involved in our working 
groups, helping to shape industry agenda.

40 events and working groups provide unrivalled 
networking and knowledge sharing 
opportunities.

1 global network committed to action and 
driving positive change through collaboration.
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Coalitions of Action

Although Coalitions of Action did not change 
the key topics being addressed by our 
members - like deforestation, plastics, food 
waste, consumer health, product data and 
forced labour - they do provide several key 
benefits:

• Focused on one key topic.

• Accessible to all CGF members.

• Integrated global and regional agendas.

• Explicit company commitments.

• Freedom to support special projects.

• Explicit performance reporting.
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Strategic Focus
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About the Forest 

Positive Coalition
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Overview of the Coalition

Members as of April 2024

Strategic and 

technical partners:

Connected to the Human 

Rights Coalition & SSCI

21 companies with a collective market value of around US$2 trillion, leveraging collective action and systemic 

efforts to remove deforestation, forest degradation and conversion from key commodity supply chains.

Co-chairs

CEO Co-sponsors
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Delivering on Our Theory of Change

Forest positive requires a three-pronged approach across our 

own sourced volumes, our suppliers, and production landscapes
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2024 Engagement Opportunities

Q2 Q3 Q4

Stakeholder engagement 

meeting

Online

Stakeholder Engagement 

meeting

Online 

Meetings with Landscape 

Implementers in FPC Portfolio

Online

Potential Commodity Working Group meetings and 

multi-stakeholder meetings (incl. landscapes blueprint 

workshops in Brazil and Indonesia)
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DCF Supply
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Progress to Date

Developed and published DCF Methodologies for each 

commodity. These methodologies are V0 subject to 

additional stakeholder input

Created tangible plans and KPIs 

through Commodity Roadmaps 

and supporting guidance, used as a 

reference corporate action

Aligned with AFi common DCF methodology

Example graphic for Cattle Derived Products
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2024-25 Actions

Collectively work to address 

challenges, including complex supply 

chains with limited traceability or risk 

of excluding smallholders

Members uptake FPC DCF 

methodologies and use them 

for Commodity Roadmap KPI 

reporting
Not reporting

% Members disclosing DCF supply Palm Oil KPIs 

1: Commit 2: Implement 3: Progress

Indirect cattle 

supply

Palm Oil 

Smallholders

Embedded 

soy
Soy and palm 

oil derivatives
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Opportunities for collaboration

NGOs & SUPPLY CHAIN COMPANIES

Provide feedback on version 0 of the DCF 

methodologies and join us in credible and aligned 

DCF reporting

NGOs & SUPPLY CHAIN COMPANIES

Collaborate on solutions 

to address sectoral DCF 

implementation 

challenges. 

Advancing traceability, including through 

certification

Supply chain engagement and verification 

processes

Support for producers and landscapes 

transformation

To provide feedback, please email: 

forestpositive@theconsumergoodsforum.com

mailto:forestpositive@theconsumergoodsforum.com
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DCF Suppliers
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Progress to Date

Guidance for Forest 

Positive Suppliers

cascading commitments

GUIDE ASSESS

Meatpacker 

assessments 

with 3Keel

Year-on-year assessment of 

top suppliers against the 

Forest Positive Approach to 

understand progress

ENGAGE

Collective meetings with soy

traders and meatpackers in Brazil 

to communicate Forest Positive 

Approach and opportunities for 

collaboration.

With partners, support for 

palm oil derivative suppliers
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2024-25 Actions

Cascade the Forest Positive Approach and work with 

suppliers aligned with the Forest Positive ambition, with 

accelerated efforts to drive suppliers’ DCF progress across 
their commodity business.

Understand DCF progress of 

Coalition suppliers, including 

public reporting on % DCF and 

DCF commitments. 

Collectively and individually, the Coalition will engage 

key suppliers for each commodity and promote: 

• Commitment to DCF aligned with AFi and FPC

• Public disclosure of % DCF across commodity 

volumes using credible methodologies 

• Action planning to drive progress
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MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDERS

Opportunities for Collaboration

SUPPLY CHAIN COMPANIES and 

NGOs

Work together to create and uptake sectoral 

DCF solutions for complex supply chains 

FINANCE SECTOR AND 

GOVERNMENT

• Align expectations including policy 

and frameworks

• Collaborate for systemic 

transformation, including 

complimentary funding strategies

DCF 

Production 

and 

Businesses

Collective action in 

production 

landscapes
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Forest Positive 

Landscapes
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Progress to Date

Launched a Landscape Strategy in 2021 and have preliminary calculation of 

a collective Production-base Footprint for the Landscape Ambition

During the Learning through Action phase (2021-2023), all 

members began investing in the Coalition's Portfolio of 

Landscape Initiatives, consisting now 25 initiatives.

Landscape reporting framework for aligned 

and credible progress reporting developed 

with first reporting by FPC Portfolio initiatives 
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2024-25 actions

Multi-Stakeholder Blueprint Process

Convening local stakeholders in jurisdictions 

in Brazil and Indonesia to accelerate 

progress, engagement, and investment in 

production landscapes

FPC Dashboard on SourceUp

Public reporting by landscape 

implementation partners on progress of 

initiatives towards Forest Positive outcomes
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Opportunities for collaboration

Landscape Implementers

Engage on blueprint processes and 

SourceUp during sessions for 

Coalition Portfolio Landscape 

Initiative implementers in May 

Supply Chain Companies, 

Donors & Finance

Support scaled up engagement and 

investment in the Coalition’s priority 
production landscapes/initiatives for 

Forest Positive transformation

Portfolio of Landscape Initiatives 

(2023)
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Transparency and 

Accountability
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Progress to Date

Alignment of Forest Positive Approach, including 

Commodity Roadmap KPIs, and input on DCF 

Methodologies with key platforms. 

Three annual reports including reporting on 

Commodity Roadmap KPIs. Overall KPI disclosure 

in 2023 was 77%, up from 64% in 2022 (based on 

2022 reporting requirements). 
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2024-25 actions

• Continue to align approaches 

and methodologies with 

external platforms

• Member uptake of aligned 

methodologies, for example 

DCF methodologies

• Increasing disclosure and 

performance improvement on 

FPC KPIs
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Opportunities for collaboration

Provide feedback on annual report
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Discussion & Q&A
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Learn more

www.tcgfforestpositive.com

forestpositive@theconsumergoodsforum.com

CGF Social and Environmental Sustainability
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Working together to build

a Forest Positive future
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